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UK  TV serial  :  1991  :  dir. Michael Kerrigan  :  TV South                                        :  ? x ? min 
prod: John Price  :  scr: Jenny McDade  :  dir.ph.:  
Andrew Read; Claire Sawyer; Simeon Pearl  ………..……………………………………………… 
Stanley Baxter; Ken Jones; Eve Ferret; Richard Murdoch; Roland MacLeod; Fidelis Morgan; 
Hilda Fenemore; Robin Driscoll; Tony Haase; Sonia Graham 
  

Ref: Pages Sources Stills Kbytes  Ω         Copy on VHS Last Viewed 

2935a 1½ 2 1      -    -       - No Unseen 

 

  Andrew Reid, Baxter and Claire Sawyer     Source:  indeterminate TV guide 

 

What's On TV note: 

 

“Bumbling wizard Mr Majeika has a serious 

crisis on his hands when a very dizzy Santa 

Claus drops in.  Can Mr Majeika save the 

day?” 

 

 

TV guide note: 

 

“By Jenny McDade, based on the books by 

Humphrey Carpenter.  Thomas (Andrew Read) 

and Melanie (Claire Sawyer) think "Mr 

Majeika" is a wizard friend.  Be spellbound at 

4.15.
1
 ” 

 

“   "Have Yourself a Wizard Little Christmas" 

                                                           
1
 Oh arf arf! 

Mr Majeika faces a Christmas crisis when 

vertigo-ridden Santa Claus drops in unexpec-

tedly.” 

 
 
[no listing in “The Golden Age of 
Children’s Television”, "Halliwell's 
Television Companion", "History of 
Television", "How Sweet It Was", "Into the 
Box of Delights - a History of Children's 
Television", "Television's Greatest Hits" or 
"25 Years of ITV - 1955-1980"] 
 
 

 

 

Mr Majeika   



 

 

 
No further information currently available, except (from the few glimpses I had of the series) to 
say that Stanley Baxter mugs as dreadfully on screen as he does in the still above. Baxter at 
his best was a first rate impressionist, but in his TV variety shows for adult audiences he often 
wasted that talent to indulge his penchant for staging opulent musical numbers in drag. 
 
It’s hard quite to credit that this series was made as recently as 1990, in style and content it 
seems to hark back more to the early days of “Mr Pastry”, when pulling funny faces and 
staging a bit of slapstick was considered the absolute apex of children’s entertainment.  While 
dragging Santa Claus on from the wings for an episode here must be roughly the equivalent 
of heralding a visit from the President in a US sitcom. 
 
Nothing else is known of Andrew Read or Claire Sawyer, but Simeon Pearl, who plays 
Hamish here, turned up again in the 1993 school sitcom “Bonjour La Classe”, as Anthony. 
 
See subject index under CHRISTMAS / THANKSGIVING, COMEDY, SERIALISATIONS, 
SPECIAL FRIENDSHIPS and WITCHES & WIZARDS. 
 
 


